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Abstract
Obama’s Mideast Policy has had important implications for
individual countries in the region especially for Iran. This policy is based
on accepting Iran's power and status in the region and thus directed to
negotiation and engagement. Iran always historically and traditionally
plays significant role in regional developments. This trend is promoting
after developments in Arab states is so-called Arab Spring or Islamic
Awakening. With Iranian influence extending into Arab state in Middle
East including Baghdad, Damascus, Beirut, and Sana'a, Iran directly and
indirectly influences one-fifth of the Arab world. However, Iran’s ability
to exert its influence in four Arab nations should be assessed in relation
to the relative decline of Arab state power, not innate Iranian strength.
Yet following the Iranian nuclear deal, the rise of Iranian power will
continue in the foreseeable future. At least $100 billion in frozen assets
will flow into Tehran’s coffers, and while much of that money will be
injected into Iran’s economy, it can be expected that some will go to
support Iran’s interests in Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, and Yemen.
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Introduction
Current hostility between the United States and Iran runs deep
because of the historical grievances each side brings to the conflict.
Many Americans are unaware that in 1953, the CIA helped engineer a
coup against the democratically elected Iranian Prime Minister
Mohammed Mossadegh. Iranians typically view this event as the
beginning of bad blood between the nations. In contrast, Americans who
do not know this history believe the 1979 Islamic revolution and seizure
of American hostages precipitated the animosity. It should come as no
surprise that countries that view the past so differently also see the future
in starkly different terms. A negotiated bargain between Washington and
Tehran will not be easy to achieve because the two nations’ interests
fundamentally diverge. American security interests in the Middle East
revolve around access to petroleum resources, the elimination of terrorist
threats, stopping the spread of weapons of mass destruction, and
protecting Israel regime. On each of these core objectives, Iran seems to
stand athwart U.S. goals. But the opposite is also true. Iran’s primary
interests are political system survival and regional position. The United
States and Israel regime appear to be the biggest threats to these
ambitions.
The next will prove critically important to U.S.-Iranian relations,
which currently stand at an impasse. President Barack Obama, entered
office having pledged to engage Iran using “aggressive, principled
diplomacy without self-defeating preconditions”. This openness to
negotiate directly is a marked change from the policies of President
George W. Bush, whose administration tried to isolate and ignore Iran.
Despite seemingly intractable differences, this paper will argue that
there are reasons to be guardedly optimistic about the future of U.S.Iranian bilateral relations, albeit with fluctuations the mostly is rooted in
domestic politics of each country.
1. Foreign policy under the Obama
Administration During the first six months of 2009, Obama made only
slight substantive alterations to U.S. policy toward Iran. Most of the
changes were mere linguistic shifts. However, words do matter in
international relations. The evolution in tone from Bush’s “axis of evil”
rhetoric to Obama’s respectful overtures has already improved the
prospects for a diplomatic breakthrough. Soon after his inauguration,
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Obama granted an interview to the Arabic-language television station Al
Arabiya. He said that “If countries like Iran are willing to unclench their
fist, they will find an extended hand from us”. A few weeks later, Obama
raised the possibility of “direct engagement” where “we can start sitting
across the table, face-to-face…to move our policy in a new direction”
(Erdenbrink, 2009). Tehran responded to these overtures favorably.
While Ahmadinejad insisted that the new U.S. openness to engagement
“should be fundamental and not tactical” – seeking to resolve issues and
not just to gain political cover for future sanctions and threats – he said
that “our people welcome real changes” and are “ready to hold talks
based on mutual respect and in a fair atmosphere” (Fathi, 2009).
Washington followed its initial overtures with an even more
ambitious outreach effort: the March Nowruz message (Erdbrink, March
2009). In this three minute online video, Obama praised Iranian culture,
quoted a Persian poet, and even spoke a little Farsi. “My administration
is now committed to diplomacy that addresses the full range of issues
before us, and to pursuing constructive ties”, said Obama. “Engagement
that is honest and grounded in mutual respect…cannot be reached
through arms, but rather through peaceful actions that demonstrate the
true greatness of the Iranian people and civilization,” he added (Obama,
March 2009). Tehran responded to the Nowruz message by that it would
only change if Washington changed. “To prove its credibility, the new
U.S. administration must change its policies toward Iran and the region,”
said Supreme leader. “We have no experience of this new president and
administration...We will wait and see. If you change your attitude, we
will change, too. If you do not change, then our nation will build on its
experience of the past 30 years” (Erdbrink, March 2009). This mutual
approach is rooted in negative and undesired experience in Iranian
mentality about U.S. interventionist policy.
The Obama team has pressed on its policy of direct engagement. First,
the United States announced that it would directly participate in
international talks with Iran over its nuclear program. The Bush
administration tried something similar during its final year in office, but
later backed away (due to Iran’s perceived lack of seriousness) and
vowed not to repeat the effort (Deyoung, 2009). Second, in his widelypublicized speech in Cairo, Obama reaffirmed Iran’s right to peaceful
nuclear power under the provisions of the Non-Proliferation Treaty and
pledged to negotiate “without preconditions on the basis of mutual
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respect” (Obama, June 2009). Finally, Obama decided to reverse this
policy. Unusual diplomatic maneuver, the administration announced that
representatives of the Iranian government could be formally invited to
Fourth of July celebrations at American embassies and consulates around
the world (Landler, June 2009). Iranian diplomats have not been invited
to attend these events since the two nations broke ties in 1979, but
Obama decided to reverse this policy with some “hot dog diplomacy”.
2. Obama’s foreign policy in the Middle East
The so-called Arab-Israeli peace process has increasingly become a
core US strategic interest in the region, in no small part as a result of
recent US military involvement in the region and a desire to reshape
Arab and Muslim perceptions of the US in the broader Arab and Muslim
Middle East. Iran always criticizes of US policy toward Middle East
crisis. The US has also grown increasingly concerned with the role
played by armed non-state Islamist movements including Palestinian
Hamas and Hezbollah in Lebanon in regional security politics. In short,
US interests are predicated on supporting geopolitical forces that favor
long term stability and the protection of US interests in the Middle East
(UN Security Council, 2011:22).
While US efforts to support democratic development are not
unimportant, US interests remain largely centered on traditional hard
power interests. These include energy security, sustaining strategic
partnership with key regional allies and supporting favorable stability in
a region that has experiences deep instability in the Post-World War II
period. Most of the current pattern of US and Iranian competition is
affected by the fact that Israel is one of the US’s most important Middle
East allies (Jervis, 2013:28).
Few countries have faced as many existential military crises in
modern times as Israel. This has led to a continuing arms race where
Israel has developed and maintained a decisive qualitative military edge
over its Arab neighbors with continued US support. The US has also
made it clear to regional states that American support for Arab-Israeli
peace efforts rests on the preservation of Israel’s security and US
commitments to support Israel against an Iranian Middle East policy
(Parsi, 2007:12).
US and Israeli perceptions of Iran do differ in detail and each
assessment of the scope and scale of the regional threat posed by Iran.
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While recent upheaval in the Arab world is likely to present a clear and
present challenge to US policy in the Middle East, it does little to
diminish the perception in Israel that Iran’s development of a nuclear
capability presents the most important strategic threat to Israel today.
According to one Israeli assessment, Iran already has the means to make
a nuclear weapon system, however it still lacks a viable delivery method
(Sharp, 2009:33).
The US also has a strong preference for Israel to have truly favorable
bilateral relations with regional states, but now only a cold peace exists
between Israel and the two Arab countries, namely Egypt and Jordan. In
US Middle East policy, Israel has both sought to secure a political order
that favors Israel’s security. Israel and the US share an interest in seeing
the emergence of a Syria under the current leadership or otherwise that
takes serious stakes to downgrade its ties to Iran, Hezbollah and Hamas
as well its role as a resistant front against Israel.
Both Israel and the US have sought to support in different ways and
sometimes at cross purposes the Palestinian Authority under Fatah’s
leadership as a bulwark against Palestinian groups aligned with Iran and
Syria, including Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad. In the wake of
Syria’s military exit from Lebanon in 2005, Israel has also been
favorable to the emergence of political forces in Beirut with close ties to
the US and the West in the hope that threat posed by Iran’s leading ally
in Lebanon, the Shi’a group Hezbollah, could be degraded; thus
undermining Iran’s asymmetric edge in the Middle East (Goodarzi,
2009:41).
3. Iran's relative privileges and dilemma for U.S.
At the level of the broader Middle East, the US has sought to contain
Iranian influence and hegemonic aspirations rather than confront Tehran
directly through preemptive action. The US remains concerned about
the risk Iran poses to Israel, but the US view of the threat the Islamic
Republic poses is focused more broadly on the threat Iran poses to the
Persian Gulf and the world’s energy exports, and on the threat posed to
stability and security across the Middle East by Iran’s regional allies
Syria, Hezbollah and Hamas (Stigset, & Gelu Sulugiuc, 2011:32).
Egypt has been exporting natural gas to Lebanon, Jordan and Syria
via the Arab Gas Pipeline since the mid-2000s. Egypt also began
supplying natural gas to Israel in 2009 a move many Egyptians appeared
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to disapprove of and that remains highly unpopular. The US has broader
strategic interests in the Middle East, although the impact of US and
Iranian competition on these interests has so far been limited. These
interests include the security of regional trade and energy infrastructure
and the preservation of bilateral and multilateral energy ties in the
region. (Parsi, 2007: 35).
While the volume of oil passing through Suez Canal has been far
below maximum capacity in recent years in part due to Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) cuts in production, the security
of the Suez Canal and guaranteeing the free flow of trade through its
waters remains critical to stability in global energy and commodities
markets. That the Canal allows for the passage of some 8 percent of
global seaborne trade is equally critical. The Suez Canal and the
adjacent Suez Mediterranean pipeline are an important part of
Mediterranean energy infrastructure. The Canal has sufficient capacity
to accommodate the movement of some 2.2 million barrels per day of
oil, while the SUMED can support a volume of 2.3 million bpd of oil for
a combined total capacity of 4.5 million bpd. (Sharp, 2011:18).
Also Iran will continue to use the Palestinian question as a means of
foiling US regional interests and barring US threats against its regime. It
will promote Iran’s role as a leading defender of the Palestinians chiefly
through groups like Hamas and Hezbollah. This, and the recent
instability and popular protests in the Arab world, give the US even
more of an interest in removing the Israeli-Palestinian conflict as an
arena of competition between the US and Iran (Parsi, 2013: 3).
In recent years, Iran has played a far more serious role in its dealings
with Hezbollah and Hamas, and in cooperating with Syria. Hamas and
other Palestinian groups do not have the resources or the levels of
external aid from Iran and Syria to pose a critical threat to Israel,
especially given US-backed Israeli efforts to create effective
countermeasures to rocket fire. However, Hezbollah is a growing threat
against Israel. It has the support of the majority of Lebanon’s most
populous community, the Shi’a, and enjoys quasi-autonomy in its area
of operations in South Lebanon. It has rocket and missile capabilities
that can rival most Arab military forces and the organizational
wherewithal and training to present a far more decisive organized threat,
not only to Israel but US regional hegemonic aspirations.
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But regional observers do not think that Hezbollah can defeat Israel in a
future conflict. Israel, the US and key regional allies are not facing truly
existential threats from armed groups that ultimately rely on open-ended
conflict as a means of legitimizing their roles and continued existence.
They do, however, pose a risk to US preferences on regional stability
and its goal about the development of the Arab-Israeli peace talk, which
in turn cause US concerns about their future development and roles in
regional security politics (Azar, & Kate Shnayerson, 1984:37).
The US also delivers all assistance earmarked for Israel in the first 30
days of a given fiscal year, unlike other countries that receive staggered
installments of aid at varying times. Israel has been the top recipient of
US military aid since 1976 and the largest cumulative recipient since
World War II. Israel also has access to a number of other benefits that
other countries in the region do not have access to, such as the ability to
use US military aid dollars for research and development in the US or
use 26.3% of annual aid funds towards military purchases from Israeli
industry (Menashri, 2000:18).
In 2007, the Bush Administration announced that US military aid to
Israel would increase by $6 billion over the coming decade, reaching an
annual aid level of $3.1 billion by FY 2018. Israel is heavily dependent
on US Foreign Middle East Fund, which represents 21 to 22 percent of
Israeli defense spending. In addition to offsetting the end of US
economic support funds in FY2007, it is expected that increased levels
of Foreign Middle East Fund will allow Israel to fund sophisticated US
purchases, such as a possible sale of F-35 Joint Strike Fighter aircraft
(Addis, 2011:100).
Views have differed over time as to whether the peace process was a
US policy need. What is clear is that despite regional protests in 2011
across the Arab and Muslim world, the lack of Palestinian statehood
remains a core issue for people across the region and an enduring lens
through which US intentions and resolve are perceived. Successive US
administrations have held the position that a lasting Arab-Israeli peace
would be in the best interest of the US and the broader Middle East (Lis,
2010:45).
A number of interest groups have a stake in shaping how the US deals
with the Arab- Israeli peace process, but the US military’s position and
views on the issue have become critical to the debate. This is in no small
part thanks to the military’s experience in Iraq dealing with the local and
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regional factors that drive and sustain conflict instability (Kirkup, 2011:
62).
Many senior US military officers consider US interests in the Middle
East to be at risk so long as there is no lasting Middle East peace. In
January 2010, General David Petraeus reportedly underscored in a
report to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Admiral Michael
Mullen the military’s concern that Israeli -foot- dragging on peace
efforts was detrimental to the US. It went on to underscore that the
conflict was a core source of regional instability, that lack of movement
on the peace track was harming US standing in the Arab and Muslim
worlds, and that lasting Arab- Israeli peace was a critical American
national security and strategic interest (Khalilzad, 2004:25).
American officers and officials think that Israel alone is not
responsible for the lack of successes in the peace process but other
regional state and non-state actors, including the Palestinian Authority,
Syria, Hezbollah and Hamas have contributed at least as much to these
failures over the years. They claim that the roadblocks to peace have
been exploited and aggravated by Iran for close to three decades. Any
such criticism should be kept in perspective (Zanotti, 2011:92).
4. Iran’s expanding role in the Middle East
For the first time since the demise of the Qajar dynasty in the early
twentieth century, Iran is extending its political and military reach to
what it considers its rightful sphere of influence: Mesopotamia and the
areas of the eastern Mediterranean and Arabian Peninsula with sizeable
Shiite communities (Osman, 2016).
Iraq has emerged from the 2003 U.S. invasion and years of sectarian
war as a Shiite-led state and is on the verge of becoming an Iranian
alliance. In Lebanon, Hezbollah, the Shiite armed movement that Iran
has sponsored for more than three decades, has become the country’s
strongest and best-organized force. Once an equal partner, Syria is now
partly militarily dependent on Iran, which has sent Iranian forces to
support the Syrian President Bashar al-Assad in his country (Osman,
2016). And in Yemen Houthis, who are engaged in a tribal and sectarian
war against forces backed by Saudi Arabia are shii. In all of these
countries, Iran has the best field for playing conductive role.
The collapse of the old Arab order after decades of slow erosion, the
U.S. invasion of Iraq, and the uprisings of the so-called Arab Spring
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have helped Iran pursue this vision. But so has Iran’s own history,
which has endowed its leaders with a set of grievances—and perceived
advantages—that they believe have primed their country to reclaim a
position as a regional leader.
Iran’s support for Palestinian Islamist movements, key among them
Hamas, and other regional forces opposed to Israel regime, including
Hezbollah, remains as a strategic policy. Iranian policy towards Israel
reversed drastically after the 1979 Iranian revolution. For some, Iranian
policy towards Israel was predicated more on ideological issues rather
than pragmatic state interests (Malka, 2011: 78).
This view holds that Iran’s approach to Israel regime remains rooted
in a revolutionary narrative whereby Iran’s leadership role of the antiIsrael regional camp could serve to advance the Islamic Republic’s
credentials as a major regional and Islamic power. The ideological
dimension is significant given Iran’s support for Shi’a groups in
Lebanon and Iraq. Post-revolutionary Iran has gone from being a status
quo player to one actively seeking to revisionism that its aims is
instituting a new order in region and world.
Accordingly, the Islamic Republic of Iran has contested the
legitimacy of some of the region’s Arab states, enhanced the Islamic
Republic’s geopolitical position and gained access to arenas that were
closed to Iran under the Shah. Both have served to distance Tehran from
the legacy of a robust Israeli-Iranian alliance under the Shah while
deepening Iranian links with regional Islamist groups either Shi’a or
Sunni. This was done, however, with an eye on avoiding the alienation
of Asad’s Syria, Iran’s main Arab ally in the post- revolutionary period
(Wolf & Frederic Wehrey, 2010:95).
About 34 years after the Islamic Revolution, Iran has consolidated
its ties to Syria, Lebanon’s Shi’a community and its support for
Palestinian Islamist group and is likely to continue to leverage this
regional role. Some western observers think this role is linked with
Tehran’s efforts to grow its regional geopolitical advantage (Sharp,
2011: 33).
Iran’s views concerning Israel seemed to soften during the Khatami
presidency, with officials indicating publicly that Iran may need to come
to terms with Palestinian Authority aspirations for peace with Israel
(Saab & Nicholas Blanford, 2011:62).
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Since the days of Khatami’s presidency, however, President
Ahmadinejad has refocused Iran’s foreign policy on a clearly anti-Israeli
narrative, defining Iran’s role in resistance front in terms of a broader
confrontation with the West. Iran’s continued pursuit of a nuclear
capability has also served to deepen the perception that Iran’s struggle
with Israel and opposition to Israeli interests remains deeply entrenched
(Brzezinski & William Odom, 2008:86).
Iranian support for Hamas and Hezbollah, especially the latter in the
context of the group’s defeat in an open military contest in 2006, has
been a source of legitimacy and influence. What is clear is that Iran has
made good use of its contest with Israel to bolster its position. The
mainly Sunni Arab Middle East remains broadly opposed to Israel, no
thanks to the lack of momentum on the peace process and the perception
that the US cannot be a neutral arbiter of the conflict.
Then Syrian Foreign Minister Abdul Halim Khaddim went on to add
that -the Iranian revolution gave appreciable help to the Palestinian
cause and that it was normal that Iran should be backed by the Arab
states. Today, the Syrian-Iranian axis remains a key part of Iran’s
regional efforts to thwart US, Western and Israeli interests in the Middle
East. Iran’s current ties to Syria go back to the early days of the
revolution. Syria met the US embassy in Tehran’s takeover by {Imam}
Khomeini loyalists with a declaration of support for the move, which
went on to call for greater Arab support for the new Iran (Grimmett,
2012:79).
Iran has found other ways to compete. In contrast to the conventional
balance, the evolving asymmetric balance is far more fluid and
contingent upon the pursuit of short and medium term objectives by
regional players with limited resources and comparative disadvantages
in the overall conventional balance. This aspect of the balance is a
growing feature of the Israeli-Syrian-Iranian-Hezbollah balance, and
any discussion of Iranian military capabilities would be incomplete
without recognizing that Syria’s struggle with Israel hinges on
asymmetric and resistance defense and the role that Iran’s ties to Syria
play in this aspect of US and Iranian competition (Jones, 2013: 31).
Hamas has steadily developed its holdings of short-range rockets.
However Israeli security measures, including the separation barrier
between Israel and the West Bank have complicated Hamas’ and other
Palestinian groups’ efforts to confront Israel. A 2010 report noted that
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Hamas’ longer range rockets could include dozens of 122 mm Grad or
similar rockets, 230 mm Oghabs, and as many as 50 modified 240 mm
Fajr 3 rockets that have the potential to strike Tel Aviv or Israeli nuclear
facilities in the Negev (Genest, 2010:46). Hamas and Islamic Jihad
successfully used this missile capability in 2012 November, in 8 Days
War.
Every year since the 2006 war, some have predicted that another
Israeli-Hezbollah war would herald the next major proxy contest
between the US and Iran. The risk of conflict through regional
surrogates and allies continues to present a clear and present danger to
regional stability. The US would have to rely on its key regional ally
Israel in any future conflict, while Iran would call upon its allies
Hezbollah, Syria and Palestinian groups in Gaza.
While resistance defense is an important component in Iran and
Syria’s regional asymmetric strategy, its current posture would not have
been possible without regional alliances. Russia, which has yet to
completely support the rejuvenation of Syria’s armed forces, has only
limited impact on Syria’s asymmetric regional capabilities. It is Iran, not
Russia, the Palestinians or Hezbollah, that may be the most important
source of support in the asymmetric balance with Israel. (Levy,
2011:29).
The Israeli-Hezbollah War of 2006 showed that Iran and Syria
could work together in resistance defense. It also showed that Syrian
and Iranian transfers of advanced weapons like modern antitank guided
weapons, light surface-to-air missiles, and a range of short- to longrange rockets and missiles could inflict casualties on the Israel army and
limit its military freedom of action.
After 2006 war, Hezbollah did its best to lay the blame and the costs
associated to the conflict on Israel and the US. Irrespective of where the
blame on deaths and loss of property may lie, what is clear is that the
country’s Shi’a would be hard pressed to accept another large scale
confrontation, especially one where Hezbollah is perceived – if only in
part – to have started the conflict (Leverett, 2005:53).
Whether this will moderate Hezbollah’s future behavior is unclear.
There is at least anecdotal evidence that Hezbollah will seek to play up
its role as a reactive deterrence force in Lebanon, rather than a proactive
force for direct confrontation with Israel – a point the group loosely
articulated in its 2009 political manifesto. Meanwhile Israel has
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balanced strong language of a military response to any Hezbollah threat
with the reality that it prefers managed security politics along the UN
Blue Line of demarcation between Israel and Lebanon (Eisenhower,
1977:5) .
What is clear is that both Israel and Hezbollah have taken steps to
both build up their capability to deter the other, and to prepare for the
prospects of war. Since the end of the 2006 war, Hezbollah has
undertaken new efforts to recruit and train new members, acquire
longer-range rockets witted with guidance systems, build up its air
defenses and tried to further advance its signals intelligence capabilities.
In the event of war, the potential exists for Hezbollah to undertake both
ground and seaborne commando operations within Israel. Combined
with the group’s growing missile capabilities, the battle space – both in
Lebanon and Israel – is expected to be far larger than during the 2006
war (Perry, 2010: 69).
Israel in turn has bolstered the logistical autonomy of its combat
units, strengthened its ground forces, and deepened its ability to carry
out combined air, land and sea operations. Israel army has also taken
steps to upgrade its urban war-fighting capabilities, anti-rocket defense
systems, and the defense capabilities of its armored systems against
guided missile attacks. If enacted, the 2008 - Dahiyah Doctrine 1–
which would see Israel targeting civilian infrastructure - could cause
mass civilian casualties and infrastructure damage in Lebanon and
similarly damaging retaliatory strikes against Israeli civilian targets
(Ziadeh, 2011:84).
Again, every year since the 2006 war has been the year predicted to
usher in the next major US-Iranian proxy war in the Middle East. While
public statements on either side of the Blue Line favoring continued

1

) The Dahiya doctrine is a military strategy put forth by the Israeli general Gadi
Eizenkot that pertains to asymmetric warfare in an urban setting, in which the
army deliberately targets civilian infrastructure, as a means of inducing suffering
for the civilian population, thereby establishing deterrence. The doctrine is
named after a southern suburb in Beirut with large apartment buildings which
were flattened by the Israel Forces during the 2006 Lebanon War. Israel has been
accused of implementing the strategy during Operation Cast Lead.
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calm are all too rare, neither side can afford another depleting conflict
without a clear political and security outcomes. Whether that and the
factors described above are reason enough to avoid another round of
resistance defense may ultimately continue to be tested on an annual
basis.
5. The outlook of Iran regional role and US policy
One of the pillars of the early alliance was the common threat posed
by Saddam Hussein’s Iraq. This led to significant intelligence
cooperation and the execution of covert operations by both countries in
Iraq in an effort to destabilize the Saddam regime. The Syrian-Iranian
axis was initially shaped by both countries’ regional isolation and
common interests (Ehteshami, & Hinnebusch, 1997:19).
Syria also sought to strengthen its ties with Iran in order to play a
larger role in Persian Gulf security politics, given the poor state of IranPersian Gulf relations during the 1980s. Syria also remained keen to
scuttle any Saudi led effort to promote a settlement in the Arab-Israeli
conflict based on UN Security Council Resolutions 242 and 338 – a
settlement that would have been at the expense of Damascus’s position
and interests (Zunes, 2004:125).
Today, the strategic partnership between Iran and Syria remains a
cornerstone of Iran’s policy in the Middle East, and Tehran is keen to
preserve the alliance at significant cost. Most recently, Iran has
supported Bashar Al-Asad in combating with militant groups that were
armed to fight against Damascus. An alliance of western and some Arab
countries beside Turkey support these militant groups.
While US military aid plays a major role in building and maintaining
strategic partnerships in the Middle East, economic and development
assistance are also important. The urgency and future role of US aid to
the Middle East are also likely to take on greater significance in light of
regional popular upheaval, which have been driven by broad grievances
on income inequality, corruption, crony capitalism, the lack of
opportunity and unrepresentative government. US expected failure to
help address these persistent and emerging challenges could provide
Iran with political ammunition in its regional contest with the US.
The US allocated $1.67 billion in Economic Support Funds for
FY2010 and FY2011 respectively. This represents some 34-36% of the
value of Foreign Middle East Fund and 23-24% of total aid to the
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Middle East for FY2010 and FY2011. It is important to note, however,
that economic aid levels are down when compared to previous fiscal
years (Cleveland, 2000:18).
The loss of Syria as a strategic partner and asset in the Middle East
could signal a significant downgrading of Iranian interests and strategic
posture in the Middle East. Accordingly, Iranian support for the AlAsad regime is only likely to increase as Tehran tries to stabilize its
ailing ally. Assessing the true pattern of Iranian support to Syria is
difficult and inaccurate under any circumstances. However, sufficient
open source data exists to extrapolate at least fragments of what Iran is
doing politically, economically and militarily to shore up its only major
regional ally in the Middle East.
The US has an interest in preserving the qualitative edge and the
support of its regional allies, including Egypt and Jordan but especially
Israel. While Iran is not a physical part of the Middle East – nor does it
have the resources to project forces to the region – it has continued to
try and find means to erode Israel’s supremacy in any and all aspects of
the conventional military balance. The US and Iran actively compete in
virtually every aspect of the military balance in the Middle East and in a
range of capabilities from asymmetric capabilities to conventional and
missile warfare.
In this condition, Iran has few regional allies and none that can
project conventional power and deter the US and Israel on its behalf. As
such, any discussion of Iran’s place in the Middle East conventional
balance is predicated on the military capabilities of its regional ally
Syria. While Iran is not a direct arms supplier to Syria, it has provided
its allies with funds and resources to develop its military capabilities.
The US does not deploy forces in the Middle East, and neither does
Iran. Instead, US aid and Israel military industries along with Israel’s
military professionalism ensure Israel is superior to any regional threat.
Some observers argue that Iran cannot help Syria to present a
meaningful conventional ground forces threat to either Israel or US
interests in the region.
While Iranian presence in the Mediterranean is rare, it can be a
source for deterring US threats. In the first half of 2011, during a period
of regional instability and popular upheaval in Arab states across the
Mediterranean perimeter, the crossing of the Suez Canal by two Iranian
warships on route to Syria in February of 2011, was perceived by the
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US and its regional allies – especially Israel – as only the latest of a long
line of regional provocations. The crossing also raised questions about
the long-term implications of a change in leadership in Egypt a long
standing pillar of US policy in the Middle East, not the least of which in
the confrontation with Iran.
The US has adapted as a result of the evolving threats and challenges
that have emerged since September 11, 2001. NATO member states,
along with the alliance’s Mediterranean Dialogue and Partnership for
Peace continue to contribute forces and intelligence capabilities to
Operation Active Endeavour’. Intended to deter terrorist groups and
contribute to stability in the Mediterranean region, OAE’s Maritime
Component Command is headquartered in Naples, Italy. OAE’s role is
also critical to the security of regional energy infrastructure and liquid
petroleum gas-type carrier vessels (Gelfand, 2009:47).
The Israeli Navy is a US partner in security operations in the
Mediterranean and the Red Sea. Israel has relatively modern and
effective submarines and surface forces, backed by effective airpower. It
also has effective anti-ship missiles, as well as superior systems and
targeting/electronic warfare capabilities. Israel’s three Dolphin-class
submarines are also modern vessels commissioned during 1999-2000.
Its three Sa’ar 5-class corvettes are very modern ships with considerable
long-range capability by local mission capability standards. Israel’s
eight Sa’ar 4.5-class missile patrol boats, commissioned during 19942002, have been regularly modernized. All of these Sa’ar-class vessels
are armed with updated versions of the Harpoon anti-ship missile and
have modern radars and electronic warfare suites (Parsi, 2013: 5).
Syria and Iran’s relationship with armed sub-national organizations
with an anti-Israel agenda, especially Hezbollah in Lebanon and Hamas
in the Gaza Strip, is now a pillar of the asymmetric balance. While
resistance defense is not new to the region, the development of
increasingly sophisticated non-state conventional military capacity
represents an evolutionary step in Syria’s long-term policy of passive
confrontation with Israel. Active non-state allies confront Israel in South
Lebanon and the occupied Palestinian territories, rather than on the
Golan Heights (Jervis, 2013:44).
It is clear that Hezbollah would never have emerged as a major force
in Lebanon and the region without Syrian and Iranian arms transfers,
training and financial support. Iran and Syria have helped non-state
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actors such as Hamas and Hezbollah to develop capabilities that allow
them to strike Israel from increasing distances. Iran is a critical supplier
of rocket and missile systems and technological know-how to these
groups. Nonetheless, Hezbollah allows Syria and Iran to project power
in ways that Israel could not directly counter and without conditions that
would prompt Israel to use decisive force against Hezbollah’s sponsors
(Jones, 2013:16).
6. The sanction policy and containment on Iran
The fact that in 2008 Iran relied on oil exports for 80% of its total
revenue and 40-50% of government revenue made Iran deeply
susceptible to collapses in oil prices. In 2008-2009, shortfalls in revenue
from energy exports left a $30 billion budget deficit in addition to $28
billion in foreign debts, forcing Tehran to rely on now- severely reduced
foreign currency reserves. An inability to reform effectively, coupled
with challenges in managing public spending further complicate Iran’s
ability to utilize its economic resources to their full advantage (Jervis,
2013: 38).
When comparing specific US versus Iranian trade with the region, it
is clear that the US is the dominant player in all countries except Syria.
Meanwhile, Iran maintained important trade relations with Turkey in
2010. However, how deep that bilateral relationship has become is yet
uncertain: exports from Iran, driven mainly by natural gas transfers,
accounted for 80% of bilateral trade (Zanotti, 2011:25).
While the conventional and asymmetric balances dominate US and
Iranian security competition in the Middle East, socio-economic
competition is important as well. This includes trade patterns with the
region as well as economic aid. This section offers only a broad
overview as later sections focus on US and Iranian interaction with
specific economies. The discussion on aid also focuses mainly on US
efforts as no equivalent transparent Iranian aid data exists for the
purpose of comparison (Parsi, 2013:4).
The EU is also a major trade partner in the region. With the
exception of Jordan which saw Saudi Arabia as its top trade partner in
2010, The EU was the leading trading partner of Israel, Lebanon, Syria
and Turkey. The EU’s role was especially important for Israel and
Turkey, where trade with the Eurozone accounted for 30.6% and 42% of
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all trade respectively. Even Iran counted the trading block as its largest
trading partner in 2010.
While the EU is the leader in the Middle East in terms of trade, the
US is a far more important trader than Iran. US industries have built
deepening trade partnerships with countries such as Israel and Turkey,
and the US has worked hard to build up bilateral trade with Jordan, a
key regional ally that continues to maintain peaceful relations with
Israel (Khalilzad, 2004:38).
Conclusion
Iran’s influential role in the Middle East is undeniable. Iran is uniquely
poised to help stabilize the region in whatever form it emerges after this
period of readjustment and realignment. It can assist Afghanistan in
countering Pakistan’s mischief and provide the necessary assistance Iraq
and Syria need in order to keep them from being overrun by the Islamic
State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIS). In the new Middle East, Iran and the
United States are not going to become allies. This is neither possible nor
desirable for both countries. Nonetheless, interaction on some issues
including nuclear case or regional crisis can place in agenda of foreign
policy for both countries.
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